In this paper, the deterioration of statistical fault classification of a hydraulic system and an electromechanical cylinder EMC due to reduced sampling rates of sensor nets is shown. As a result, two types of faults can be distinguished: On the one hand, degradation processes which primarily show static symptoms over the whole working cycle and, thus, are less susceptible to reduced time resolution; on the other hand, the detection of faults with symptoms localized in time, e.g., during transients, is significantly degraded. Furthermore, the EMC example shows the importance of data representation that needs to be adapted to the sampling rate.
Introduction
The paradigm of condition based maintenance in industrial applications requires a multitude of sensor signals. With rising demands and increasing complexity of the systems, the number of installed sensors and their sampling rate are constantly growing. Thus, the data rate to be analyzed and stored has to be scrutinized in the context of automated statistical analysis (machine learning) for condition monitoring. Here, many parameters of instrumentation, data acquisition and the signal processing chain affect the classification performance. In this paper, the impact of reduced sampling rates of sensor nets on the fault classification of a hydraulic system [1] (Figure 1a ) and the remaining useful lifetime estimation of an electromechanical cylinder [2] (Figure 1b ) is addressed. Figure 1 . Experimental setups used in this study: (a) hydraulic system equipped with 17 process sensors with experimentally generated fault states of the components cooler, directional valve, pump and accumulator, (b) test bench for residual lifetime analysis of electromechanical cylinders (EMC) based on vibration, sound emission and motor current analysis.
Materials and Methods
For the hydraulic system the analysis of 17 process sensors (pressures, flows, temperatures, vibration) is performed to identify experimentally generated fault scenarios during a constant and randomized working cycle. These fault scenarios comprise the variation of fault conditions of the components cooler, valve, pump and accumulator. To study the effect of reduced sampling rates of sensor signals the original data collected with a maximum of 100 Hz are artificially reduced by a factor 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50, respectively. For data analysis statistical and signal shape features are extracted from all sensor signals. For each fault scenario the best features are selected by Spearman correlation between the individual feature and the fault severity. Further dimensionality reduction is performed by applying Linear Discriminant Analysis [3] . Classification of fault severity is then performed by Mahalanobis distance classification.
For the EMC the results of an operational lifetime experiment are shown. During the experiment the EMC is repeatedly driven at maximum speed against a pneumatic load that applies a constant pulling force matching the maximum load of the EMC to simulate quick wear down. Until EMC failure a total of 612,000 cycles (every 100th is used for data analysis) are recorded by three electrical motor current sensors (1 MHz sampling rate), three accelerometers, one microphone (100 kHz sampling rate each) and eight process sensors (e.g., axial force and position; 10 kHz sampling rate each). Data analysis was performed by a fully automatic approach that automatically selects the best out of five possible feature representations (each capturing information from a different domain) based on cross-validation of feature selection by highest Pearson correlation to lifetime, followed again by LDA and Mahalanobis classification [4] . For the LDA the EMC lifetime is split into 20 equidistant segments each representing 5% of the lifetime. Without downsampling features are best extracted from frequency domain and most of the information is contained in the frequency spectrum <1 kHz. Therefore, the sampling rate was artificially reduced to 2 kHz, 1 kHz, 500 Hz, 100 Hz and 50 Hz using downsampling with an antialiasing low pass filter. Figure 2 shows the impact of the sampling rate on the fault grade classification accuracy of the hydraulic machine. Fault scenarios with primarily static symptoms (cooling efficiency degradation, pump leakage) are not affected by reduced sampling rates whereas the reduced time resolution impairs the classification rates for monitoring of valve switching degradation and accumulator pre-charge pressure which are based on short-time features during signal transients. Especially without antialiasing low pass filters the accuracy degrades significantly (−15% and −13% for the accumulator and valve, respectively). As a result, two types of faults have to be distinguished: On the one hand, degradation processes which primarily show static symptoms over the whole working cycle and, thus, are less susceptible to reduced time resolution; on the other hand, the detection of faults with symptoms localized in time, e.g., during transients, which are significantly degraded. Figure 3 shows that evaluation of more than 20 features attenuates the information loss due to reduced time resolution which is especially severe if only a single feature is used for classification. Figure 4 shows the results for the remaining useful lifetime estimation of the EMC. As seen in the left part of the figure, the predictive performance of features extracted from the frequency domain drops significantly (−14%) when the sampling rate is reduced from 500 to 100 Hz. This can be explained by the loss of important signal characteristics like motor synchronized vibrations in the spectrum between 50 Hz and 250 Hz that cannot be captured at 100 Hz due to the Nyquist criterion. These belong to the highest ranked features for high sampling rates. This is also shown in Table 1 , which shows the best classification rate achieved for the tested sampling rates. As expected, the reduced sampling rate limits the amount of signal characteristics that can be used to model the remaining useful lifetime and therefore deteriorates classification performance. Although this is independent of feature representation the representation needs to be adapted to the sampling rate, i.e., instead of Fourier coefficients the best performance at low sampling rates is achieved by PCA. Figure 4 . Classification rate of remaining useful lifetime estimation of EMC depending on sampling rate (with AA) and number of features used. Left (l): features extracted from frequency domain using best Fourier coefficients; Right (r): features extracted from overall cycle shape using PCA. The classification rate was determined by 10-fold cross-validation with Mahalanobis distance classifier. PCA feature extraction outperforms BFC for low sampling rates as this is more affected by reduced sample rates.
Results

Discussion
The analysis based on these examples helps to configure the data acquisition of sensor networks for multivariate condition monitoring more efficiently with a minimum data rate, thus drastically reducing the hardware requirements for signal acquisition as well as processing and therefore improves the feasibility of novel condition monitoring in industrial environments. However, it is unclear how to determine the lowest sampling rate that allows both reliable fault classification (required classification rate depends on application) and low hardware costs in advance. As a result an initial testbed with a sampling rate that is sufficiently high to capture all expected fault symptoms like high frequency harmonics is required to generate a dataset that can be used for successive resampling to approximate the minimum sampling rate needed for the desired classification rate. 
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